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Capture the spirit of Southern cooking without financial sacrifice! This book contains easy tips for

tasty Southern dishes meals like Honey Lime Cilantro Wings, Fish & Grits, and Pecan Pie.

You&apos;ll even find advice for using leftovers and pantry staples to whip up a delicious Dixie

meal. Enjoy the comfort and hospitality of the South--no matter where you live or what your budget!
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Kim has written a truly southern cookbook with recipes that are easily followed. There is a good

selection of recipes in which you can find something to suit your family. Each recipe is accompanied

by a beautiful picture of the finished product. It's truly southern cooking that anyone can prepare.

I have collected several cookbooks throughout the years. This cookbook is truly a Southern comfort.

The Raspberry White Chocolate Cheesecake Cookies are delicious. I also made the Red Rice with

Sausage and Tomatoes and a side of Roasted AsparagusÃ¢Â€Â¦very good. Next week I will be

trying the Smothered Shrimp Bake and a few other recipes. I love that Kim has included a photo of

each recipe. Photos in a cookbook is the best! I absolutely love this cookbook and canÃ¢Â€Â™t wait

to see what Kim comes up with next.

The recipes in this book are wonderful, but the quality also shines through the photographs of each

recipe and especially through the author's introductory notes about each one. This is not only a

cookbook which inspires one to cook frugally and deliciously, but more importantly, is a reminder to



pursue one's dreams. Kudos for combining both a passion for food and a gift for writing to produce

this work.

Southern on a Shoestring is the epitome of true southern cooking. What I love about this cookbook

are the realistic and simple recipes. As a full-time working mother I always seem to struggle daily

with "What am I going to cook for my family?" I need quick, easy and affordable meals and this book

has provided just that! Very pleased with my purchase! :-)

I am a cookbook collector and this is truly my favorite! Every recipe is something my family would

enjoy. Many things I've cooked before, but she has made them even better! Also, a very

entertaining read. (Wish I had ordered the hardcover. I've already bent up the front and back

corners from carrying it around with me so much.)

Love this cookbook. The recipes are easy to understand, and each one has a picture so you can

see what it should look like. Kim has a bit on each recipe on how she either came up with it or

acquired it. I highly recommend it and if she ever writes a second one, I am hoping, I will be buying

it also.

Who does not like good Southern cooking and this meets the bill.

Such a great cookbook! The recipes are easy and affordable. Each recipe comes with a story to tell

why that recipe is special to the author.
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